Premium Gold DVI-D Dual Link Cable, 1m
Part No.: 37141

Description
Connectors: DVI-D Dual Link Male to DVI-D Dual Link Male
24K gold plated connectors for improved signal quality and resistance to tarnishing and
corrosion
Triple shielded, low attenuation cable design
The patented, unique RF-BLOK full metal connector greatly reduces interference and provides
increased EMC shielding without the need for a ferrite core
Supports DVI resolutions up to 2560x1600 (WQXGA)
Supports HDTV resolutions up to 1080p
Available in lengths up to 10m
Also available as an
25 Year Warranty

Technical details
The LINDY Premium Gold DVI-D Dual Link cable features an advanced design and construction for
the highest quality connection and maximum reliability.

24K gold plated metal connectors provide 3600 EMC shielding, in addition to the triple shielding
provided throughout by our high quality cable, to prevent interference or signal deterioration.
Constructed from the highest quality copper wire, the LINDY Premium Gold DVI-D Dual Link cable
features a low level of attenuation to ensure perfect image reproduction at all cable lengths.

Capable of transmitting DVI resolutions up to 2560 x 1600 (WQXGA), as well as all standard HDTV
resolutions up to 1080p, the LINDY Premium Gold DVI-D Dual Link cable is perfect for use with High
Definition digital monitors, displays and projectors.

Why choose LINDY Premium Gold DVI-D Cables?

RF-BLOK Shielded
Our patented RF-BLOK connector avoids potential high pressure and temperature damage that can
occur during the injection moulding process. The one piece, seamless, all metal solder-less design
results in superior shielding, low resistance, and extremely high reliability without the need for ferrite
cores, making the cable less stressed and more flexible.

Low Attenuation Cable Design
Our advanced low attenuation cable uses the highest quality copper and triple shielded construction
to enable perfect image and sound reproduction at longer transmission distances.

Value For Money
Premium Gold DVI-D cables offer incredible value for money. We're confident you won't be able to
find any equivalent, high quality long distance DVI-D compliant cables at such competitive prices.
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